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Abstract. Information privacy and personal data in information systems are 

referred to as the ‘new oil’ of the 21st century. The mass adoption of smart mobile 

devices, sensor-enabled smart IoT-devices, and mobile applications provide 

virtually endless possibilities of gathering users’ personal information. Previous 

research suggests that users attribute very little monetary value to their 

information privacy. The current paper assumes that users are not able to 

monetize their value of privacy due to its abstract nature and non-transparent 

context. By defining privacy as a crucial product attribute of mobile applications 

the authors provide an approach to measure the importance of privacy as part of 

users’ preference structure. The results of the conducted choice-based conjoint 

Analysis emphasize the high relevance of privacy in users’ preference structure 

when downloading an app and provide an interesting contribution for theory and 

practice. 

Keywords: Information Privacy, Personal Data, Product Attribute, Preference 

Structure, Mobile Applications. 

1 Introduction 

With the disruptive innovations of e.g. the iPhone and the iPad software in the form of 

mobile applications (apps) diffused in the everyday life of users. Apps are integral to 

the functioning of Smart Mobile Devices (SMD) like smartphones or tablets and are 

key elements for the interface design and functionality. Apps can be interpreted as the 

embodiment of ubiquitous computing, i.e. the creation of environments saturated with 

computing and communication capability, integrated with human users [1]. While 

ubiquitous computing focuses on hardware components, today’s apps are the logical 

consequence of experiential computing; the “digitally mediated embodied experiences 

in everyday activities through everyday artifacts with embedded computing 

capabilities” [2]. 

At the same time, this development has considerably contributed to the emergence 

of a new user type of information systems. These new users integrate apps into their 
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everyday lives, which leads to fundamental changes concerning how users interact with 

computing devices and systems [3].  

However, this excessive level of integration does not come without consequences. 

Many business models are based on the user data collected by SMD, which grants the 

marketing industry the access to exceptionally valuable information about current and 

potential customers [4]. Thanks to the mechanics and the real life integration of modern 

information systems, the value of user data is unique. Thus, users’ privacy, increasingly 

gets at risk. 

Given the fact that users’ information privacy is a major part of the economic 

exchange when downloading apps, privacy, and the corresponding settings, have to be 

determined as an attribute of the value proposition of apps. In order to understand users’ 

concerns and clearly define the necessity of user data protection, it is crucial to 

determine the value of privacy for users. Caused by the (perceived) abstract nature of 

personal data and privacy, the current paper states that users are not able to value 

personal data and privacy in a monetary amount. Consequently, this paper targets users’ 

preference structures when downloading apps. With this in mind, we formulate the 

following research question: 

• Does the protection of privacy, when downloading an app, represent a crucial 

product attribute for the user? 

To answer this research questions, two examinations were conducted both reflecting 

the importance of privacy as an important attribute when purchasing an app. The HB-

based utility value and the estimations of the CBC, show significantly high levels of 

importance for privacy. In fact, privacy is on first-place in both rankings. The remainder 

of this article is structured as follows: in the subsequent section, we lay out the 

groundwork for the definition of privacy as a value and its measurement. Following 

this, we will describe the methodology conjoint analysis, present our choice based 

conjoint analysis and its key findings. Finally, we will discuss our findings, address 

some limitations and conclude with suggestions for further research. 

2 The Value of App Privacy 

2.1 Information Privacy in the Context of Mobile Applications 

Since privacy is addressed in many fields of social sciences and different definitions 

are used in various areas of everyday life it lacks a holistic definition [4, 5]. First of all, 

physical and information privacy have to be distinguished. Physical privacy relates to 

the “access of an individual and/or the individual’s surroundings and private space” [4]. 

Contrary, information privacy only refers to information that is individually identifiable 

or describes the private informational spheres of an individual. Although information 

privacy is rooted in the fundamental concept of physical privacy, both are subsumed 

under the term of “general privacy” [4]. 

Even though privacy has developed and changed drastically over the last decades, 

Westin’s definition from 1967 still holds true: information privacy is defined as “the 

claim of an individual to determine what information about himself or herself should 
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be known to others” [6]. Following Westin, ‘control’ is construed as an instrument of 

the protection of privacy, that privacy itself is often defined as the control over personal 

information [5]. Consequently, in this paper information privacy is defined as the ability 

to control the acquisition and use of one’s personal information [7].  

As the “pocket knife of communication” [8], SMD possess a vast amount of 

connected sensors, devices, and functions. SMD in combination with apps are the most 

common user interface to merge the broad opportunities given by the connected sensors 

and devices. Throughout these functions, the possibilities of gathering personal data are 

virtually endless. Future prospects in relation to these applications promise even more 

opportunities to expand data collection and immediate analysis of data. Regarding data 

quality, recent developments in mobile technology and an ever-increasing digitization 

of everyday tasks, lead to an unprecedented precision of continuously updated and 

integrated personal data, which is generated within mobile ecosystems like iOS and 

Android [9]. Consequently, apps, as the most common user interface for digitized 

solutions (e.g., smart services, smart homes, wearables, etc.), layer everyday activities 

and lives in a digital way; or how Clarke rephrased it: “Cyberspace is invading private 

space” [10].  

In app markets, users are able to control their privacy disclosure during the 

purchasing process. Thus, users can actively control their disclosure of personal data 

and the grasping of privacy from third parties [11]. 

2.2 The Value of App Privacy 

Dinev and Hart [12] stated that privacy “is a highly cherished value, few would argue 

that absolute privacy is unattainable.” Privacy as digital personal information and 

highly personalized data collected via apps has a huge economic value [13]. With the 

description of personal data as a new asset class, the World Economic Forum [14] is in 

line with the argumentation of many researchers [4, 15]. Derived from the perspective 

of personal data and privacy as a commodity [16], many researchers conceive privacy 

as a tradeable good or asset [15]. According to this view, privacy is no longer an 

absolute societal value, but has an economic value, which leads to the possibility of a 

cost-benefit trade-off calculation made by individuals or a society [4].  

Nevertheless, the authors of this article argue that privacy cannot be seen as an 

economic value with (for users) available market prices. First, users’ distortion 

regarding the valuation of their own information privacy is caused by the nature of data 

collection, aggregation and secondary use of app markets [17]. Following Flender and 

Müller [18], apps are data-centric services and value is generated on different levels: 

e.g. between the user and the app provider, the aggregated value of the app as data 

centric service, and the aggregated data from various apps and underlying ecosystems 

by third parties [19]. As a result, in app markets it is not possible for users’ to reliably 

evaluate their value of privacy in the moment of releasing personal information. 

However, major parts of the resulting costs of releasing personal informatio arise by 

the access, use and transfer of the data on multiple levels. Third parties (e.g., retailers, 

advertisers, and insurance companies) could, for instance, use that information for 

issues like price discrimination, advertising or risk surcharges [15]. Accordingly, the 
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value of users’ privacy is originated in the release of the information but realized in a 

sphere, which cannot be controlled by the initial owner (user). In addition, users are 

often not aware of the possibilities of collection, aggregation and analyzation of digital 

information [15]. 

Taking the paradigm of experiential computing into account, the value of privacy 

increases with the (perceived) invisibility of the connected devices. With the increasing 

everyday life integration, devices and sensors become more and more invisible but are 

an increasingly self-evident part of users’ daily routine. Because of the establishment 

in users most intimate privacy sphere, users’ awareness regarding their information 

privacy is affected in a paradox way. In the end, privacy is perceived subjective and 

individually and the value of different information types and spheres is abstract and 

intangible. Following these arguments, the presented paper defines privacy as an 

abstract value. Consequently, users are not able to evaluate the monetary value of their 

information privacy. 

2.3 Related work 

When the measurement of the (perceived) value of consumers’ information privacy is 

observed the theory of the privacy calculus has to be considered [20]. Therefore, users 

are supposed to undertake an anticipatory, rational weighing of risks and benefits when 

confronted with the decision to disclose personal information [21, 22] or conduct 

transactions [23]. The privacy calculus model assumes a correct and objectified 

understanding of the monetary value of privacy and therewith a tangible willingness to 

pay for privacy of the users [24, 25]. IS privacy research focused on the marketing-

based concept of willingness-to-accept (WTA) and willingness-to-pay (WTP) [15]. 

Although asymmetries and disparities between WTA and WTP have been observed, 

both concepts are well established in academic research and have been applied to the 

topic of personal user data multiple times [15, 26]. Besides those disparities and the 

fact that the ownership of privacy control rights remains difficult to define in the context 

of apps, WTA and WTP are based on the user’s perceived value for privacy and the 

purchased good or service. As stated above, users are indeed not able to evaluate the 

monetary value of their privacy, which leads to the impossibility to define the perceived 

value and thereby the needed maximization or reservation price for WTA or WTP. In 

the light of the definition of privacy as an abstract value studies which directly elicit 

users’ valuation of privacy in survey settings gain distorted results [27–30] (see for an 

overview [31]). This is also described by the well-observed phenomena of the privacy 

paradox [24], which claims that individuals value privacy less than stating in studies 

and polls. It has been subject of various research in the field of information privacy, but 

there is no comprehensive explanation why individuals show this paradoxical behavior 

[24]. Consequently, WTA or WTP do not offer an adequate set of instruments to 

measure users’ privacy concerns or the value they assign to their privacy. 

Stemming from that, we recommend the approach of a choice-based conjoint 

analysis (CBC) to examine users’ preference structure when purchasing an app. Some 

studies measured the preference structure as a proxy for the willingness-to-pay for 

privacy. Most of these studies are desktop driven and focus on the disclosure on web-
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sites and online social networks [31–33] or social app adoption [34]. Despite the 

increasing studies applying decomposition methods there is no investigation of privacy 

as a stand-alone product attribute correlated with the provided functionality of the app. 

Therefore, a CBC is provided which outlines privacy on equal terms to other attributes 

like price. Hereby we are able to determine if the user only states that he values privacy 

or if he actually does value it in real life purchase decisions. 

Accordingly, a high evaluation of privacy can be assumed when privacy is seen as a 

crucial product attribute of apps. Therefore, privacy has to be an important product 

attribute in users’ preference structure when buying apps. A well-known and 

established methodological approach for measuring users’ preferences is the Conjoint 

Analysis (CA). CA is an individual analysis based on the observed evaluation behavior 

of one specific individual [35]. The observed behavior is used to define a preference, 

which is a one-dimensional indicator of individual’s preference structure [36]. The 

structure describes what object is favored by the individual. While compositional 

methods ask individuals about their preference for certain attributes and compose an 

overall judgment from it, decomposition methods, such as the CA, calculate the partial 

utility values for each attribute from the overall judgement of the participants [36]. 

3 Empirical Study 

3.1 Methodological Approach 

In the current study the choice-based conjoint analysis (CBC) was chosen because of 

its methodological and practical strengths [37]. CBC is based on the work of Louviere 

and Woodworth from 1983 [38] and combines the discrete choice analysis (DCA) with 

the Traditional Conjoint Analysis (TCA) [37]. Therefore, it is measuring population’s 

utility functions. Those functions are estimated by representative utility functions. First, 

the most important assumptions are that participants always choose the product profile 

with the highest individual utility. Thus, it is possible to draw conclusions from the 

purchase decisions and the utility functions of the users [37]. Second, it is assumed that 

the utility function consists of a deterministic and a stochastic component, which are 

summed up. The main difference between CBC and TCA is that instead of ranking 

stimuli, the CBC wants its participants to rank different choice tasks. Those options 

consist of a product with a bundle of chosen attributes and their levels [37]. Instead of 

ranking different profiles against each other like TCA, participants have to perform 

fictitious purchase decisions [39]. Those choice tasks consist of the predetermined 

product profiles (choices) that display the attributes and their levels [37]. In the current 

paper a CBC following the steps of Backhaus et al. [40] was designed: definition of 

stimuli, design choice situation, utility model, choice model, and estimation of utility 

values. The CBC proves to avoid the distortions in surveys caused by group dynamics 

and social desirability. The advantages of the indirect measurement of preferences for 

certain product attributes utilizing the CBC approach shine especially against the 

background of the privacy paradox. 
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3.2 Survey Design 

Apps where chosen as research objects, due to their broad diffusion in mass user 

markets and their everyday life integration. To ensure participants common 

understanding regarding e.g. functionality, provider, and the privacy level of access 

privileges an appealing CampusApp was defined and conducted at a German university. 

The functionality of the app was designed similar to campus apps of comparable 

universities (navigation on campus, information about public transportation, library 

services, organization of studies incl. online platform of the university, food on campus, 

university sports programs).  

To keep a low stress level for the study participants, the number of attributes was set 

to four. To determine the attributes, different steps were conducted. First, the recent 

literature about apps’ product attributes, as well as their assigned categories and their 

influence to the users’ decision-making process when purchasing an app were analyzed 

[41]. Second, a word-frequency text analysis of 73 apps from the categories ‘most 

popular’ and ‘top 10’ apps with and without a purchase price was performed. In the 

third step the available types of information in the two most common app stores 

(Android Play Store and Apple App Store) were examined. Their separate information 

was compared to one another, as well as categorized into five different groups. With 

the broad variety of app product attributes, an online survey (N=151) to estimate the 

perceived importance of the different information types was conducted and narrowed 

down to a suitable amount of four attributes for the CBC. Attributes and levels are 

shown in table 1. 

Table 1. App Attributes and Levels by Groups 

Groups Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

I - Price 0,00 € 0,99 € 2,77 € 

II - Privacy Only functionally 

required permissions 

requested with 

privacy  

policy 

More than 

functionally 

required 

permissions 

requested with 

privacy policy 

More than functionally 

required permissions 

requested without 

privacy policy 

III - Rating 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 

IV - App 0-500 MB 500 MB - 1 GB > 1 GB 

 

The attribute’s levels of the price group (I) were defined by taking a closer look at the 

common prices in the app stores. With over 60% of all apps since 2009, the price of 

0,00 € is by far the most common [42]. Although the average app price is reported 

between $1.13 [43] and $1.91 [44] by different sources, researchers agree that this price 

is decreasing. Following, and to design an attractive price in the middle for the second 

level, 0,99€ was determined. In order to create a realistic high-end price, the price of 

2,77€ was chosen. This price is based on a bidding game for a messenger app by Buck 

[45]. 
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In the privacy-related group (II), the handling of personal user data and the technical 

access to personal user data were combined into one attribute. Taking a closer look at 

the current handling of personal user data, Sunyaev, Dehling, Taylor, and Mandl’s [46] 

work shows that only 30.5% of the examined mobile health apps had a privacy policy. 

Additionally, and since advertising is one of the most used mobile app monetization 

models of developers [47], apps frequently request more technical access and 

permissions than they actually need to function properly. Based on those findings, only 

the first level of privacy was designed to request the required amount of permissions 

and a privacy policy. The other two levels both requested more technical permissions 

than necessary. The difference between those last two levels is that the second level 

possesses a privacy policy, but the third level does not. In the survey itself, required 

permissions were displayed with an exemplary set of functionally required permissions 

and an exemplary set of permissions which exceed the functionally required amount 

and permission types significantly. Both sets were modeled on the basis of permission 

groups given in the Android OS, which are very similar to the ones in the iOS. 

Within the app ratings group (III), the average rating in stars was the only attribute 

reaching a Likert-scale average above five. Although rankings and ratings in the app 

stores have proven to suffer from fraud [48], based on the pre-study, app users are 

familiar and relying on the star ratings. Following, the levels for average app rating in 

stars were determined to two, three, and four stars. Zero stars and five stars were not 

considered because those ratings mostly consist of as little as one review or none at all.  

In the last considered group of directly app-related information attributes (IV), the 

‘compatibility with own devices’ was the most important attribute. Due to the fact that 

this is certainly a deal-breaker attribute for users [35], the second most important 

attribute was chosen for that group: needed size on device in MB/GB. Since there are 

all kinds of different apps, the levels were set to <500 MB, 500 MB -1 GB and >1 GB. 

To avoid the phenomenon of forced choice and to design the choice situation as 

realistic as possible, an additional ‘none’ option is included [40]. Additionally, an 

unrealistic set containing level one of price and privacy were not included to ensure a 

realistic choice situation for the participants. With the four chosen attributes their three 

levels, a total of 81 different stimuli sets are possible. The stimuli were presented in the 

form of virtual cards with descriptions. 

In order to match the recommended range, a fractional design with 10 randomized 

stimuli and two fixed stimuli was chosen. Based on the recommended number of 

choices per set of K≤7 [40], four randomized choices and a ‘none’ option were chosen 

for the CBC. The fixed choice tasks were designed to confront the participants with a 

trade-off situation between price and privacy, as shown in figure 1. 

In choice 1 and 3, the attributes of rating and app-related are both marked as level 1. 

The difference between those two options is to be found in the attributes of price and 

privacy. Choice 1 has a level 1 privacy scheme, but a level 3 price (2,77€). Choice 3 

has a level 1 price (0,00€), but a level 3 privacy scheme. Choice 2 and 4 are designed 

to be middle-class options with level 2 compositions for price and privacy. 

Nevertheless, choice 2 is dominated by choice 4, since it is shaped significantly worse 

in the rating and size attributes. With four attributes and three levels each in a choice 

situation with a choice set of four plus a ‘none’ option, so-called overlaps occur in every 
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single choice set. These overlaps allow improvement in the measurement of precise 

interactions between the attributes [49]. Still, and in order to prevent impacts that are 

too drastic on the main effects, the balanced overlap was chosen as task generation 

method [49]. Since the recommended range of choice tasks is 8 to 20 and the 

participants’ concentration decreases significantly with every choice task [50], only 10 

randomized choice tasks were displayed. 

 

Figure 1. Exemplary Random Choice Set with Four Stimuli 

3.3 Data Collection 

The CBC was conducted via an online survey using Sawtooth Software. Since the study 

was conducted at a German university, all questions were presented in German only. 

At the beginning of the study, a skip logic question was given with the aim to select 

only participants with ties to this specific university. This was established to ensure a 

minimum involvement regarding the usage and functionalities were given and the 

incentive for downloading the CampusApp was comparable. Following, the 

participants were asked technical context information (e.g. SMD usage, on-device 

installed apps, app downloading habits, and buying likelihood of apps in the near 

future). Afterwards, the participants were asked to rank six different attributes 

according to their importance when considering to download an app. In order to 

introduce the CBC, the CampusApp was explained with an image and a list of 

functions. A second explanation including how the following choice sets will look and 

introductions for the CBC were displayed on next screen.  

As outlined before, the CBC itself consists of 10 randomized, as well as two fixed, 

choice tasks. The fixed choice tasks were designed to examine a direct trade-off be-

tween price and privacy, as well as to conduct a hold-out analysis to predict the 

prognosis validity. After the CBC, participants were asked for their gender, age, and 

the brand of their SMD. 

In total, 221 respondents participated in the online survey. However, 71 responses were 

incomplete and therefore excluded from the analysis. The participants who reported 

having no existing relationship to the university in the skip logic question were part of 
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this exclusion as well. Additionally, all participants who answered more than 50% 

‘none’ in the choice tasks were also eliminated. This step was conducted in order to 

reduce the weakening impact of the attribute utility values and their levels. In total, the 

results of 111 responses were analyzed. 

3.4 Results 

Out of the 111 participants who partook in the survey, 43% were female and 57% were 

male. The average age (mean value) of all participants was 24.99 years. The participants 

were asked to rank six different attributes by importance when purchasing an app 

(Table 2). In order to prevent the participants from focusing on any one specific 

attribute and eventually influencing their answering behavior later, two additional 

attributes were included in the conscious priority ranking: Vendor’s Reputation and 

Number of Ratings. 

Table 2. Priority Ranking 

Attribute Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5 Rank 6 

Reputation 8,11% 29,73% 0,90% 48,65% 9,01% 3,60% 

Av. Rating  10,81% 36,04% 15,32% 16,22% 16,22% 5,41% 

No. of Ratings 12,61% 15,32% 24,32% 16,22% 19,82% 11,71% 

Price 17,12% 14,41% 20,72% 10,81% 23,42% 13,51% 

Privacy  30,63% 2,70% 18,92% 7,21% 23,42% 17,12% 

Space  20,72% 1,80% 19,82% 0,90% 8,11% 48,65% 

 

Ranked with just over 30%, most participants named privacy as rank 1. Privacy is 

followed on rank 1 by required space (MB/GB) with 20.72% and price with 17.12%. 

In rank 2, average rating with 36.04%, vendor’s reputation with 29.73%, and number 

of ratings with 15.32% was valued most. Based on those consciously rated importance 

rankings, the first indication for privacy’s crucial status among app product attributes 

occurs.  

Based on the choices made by the participants in the CBC section of the online 

survey, average utilities for each level of each attribute were calculated by using 

Sawtooth Software. As for analysis type, Hierarchical Bayes (HB), the go-to standard 

for utility estimations in CBC, was chosen. In total, a number of 20,000 iterations were 

used. Hereby, only the second 10,000 iterations were used to avoid assuming 

convergence too early. 

As a result, utility values and standard deviations for all attributes’ levels, as well as 

the ‘none’ option, are calculated (Table 3). At first sight, the negative impacts of the 

third levels of each attribute are noticed. In contrast to that, the first and second levels 

of all attributes have a positive impact on the individuals’ utility values. Nevertheless, 

it is not possible to tell how much more or less importance an attribute or its levels have 

while solely regarding absolute utility values. Therefore, the average importance of 

each attribute is calculated in percentages based on the relative utility ranges (Table 4). 
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Table 3. Average Utilities (Zero-Centered Diffs) 

Attributes’ Levels Average Utilities SD 

4 stars 52.25 32.13 

3 stars 8.75 8.63 

2 stars -61.00 29.65 

Permissions (functional) & privacy policy 52.11 46.28 

Permissions (more) & privacy policy 16.25 18.83 

Permissions (more) & no privacy policy -68.36 41.65 

0 - 500 MB 6.23 14.63 

500 MB - 1 GB 6.57 11.90 

> 1 GB -12.80 12.04 

0,00 € 53.36 34.80 

0,99 € 10.40 14.44 

2,77 € -63.76 33.27 

NONE 24.67 47.74 

 

Taking a closer look at the ‘Average Importance’, privacy turns out to be the most 

important attribute with over 32%. Closely after privacy follows price with just over 

30%. On the third position sits average rating with nearly 29%. With around 8%, 

required space (in MB/GB) is least important. 

Table 4. Average Importance 

Attributes Average 

Importance 

SD 

Average Rating 28.92 14.27 

Permissions & Privacy Policy 32.80 18.38 

Required Space (MB/GB) 8.06 4.40 

Price 30.21 15.41 

 

Comparing the results of the consciously ranked attributes and the CBC-based results 

of the HB estimation for attribute importance, privacy is named as the most important 

attribute when buying an app in both cases. Privacy is reported as rank 1 priority with 

over 30% in the direct ranking question, as well as calculated as most important through 

the CBC’s utility estimations.  

Although required space is named second-important in the priority ranking, the 

importance percentage of only 8% shows that users do not actually value this attribute 

as much as they state. Price, with 17.12% is third-ranked in the priority ranking. The 

importance of this specific attribute is validated by the results of the CBC’s HB 

estimation. With over 30%, price’s importance is second-placed. Additionally, average 

rating is ranked most important on rank 2 in the priority rating. The importance, slightly 

below privacy and price, is to be found in the percentages of the HB estimation as well. 

Tests show high values for face validity, intern validity, and prognosis validity [51]. 

The hit rate of 68.47% indicates decent results for the study. The study’s average root 

likelihood is 0.6 which proves an accurate internal validity. The hit rate of 76.58% is 
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significantly bigger than 20% which shows a promising prognosis of validity for the 

study. 

4 Privacy as a Crucial Product Attribute 

Concluding, the results of both examinations of the attributes’ importance through the 

priority ranking, as well as the HB-based utility value and importance estimation of the 

CBC, show significantly high levels of importance for privacy. In fact, privacy is on 

first-place in both rankings. Following the research question of whether or not privacy 

in the area of SMD and SMA represents a crucial product attribute for the user, must 

be affirmed. The fact that privacy ranks even more important than price in the 

consciously answered priority ranking, as well as in the CBC, shows an exceptional 

observation. Especially the result that privacy is ranked as no. 1 in the preference 

structure provides novel insights in users’ intention when downloading apps. In contrast 

to many WTP-studies, where users were only willing to pay a very small amount of 

money for their privacy, the results of the conducted CBC suggest that there is a high 

preference for controlling privacy. This could indicate that users are willing to pay a 

higher purchase price than they currently do, when their privacy protection is ensured 

and promoted as an outlined product attribute.  

In consequence, the results show valuable implication for theory and practice. The 

significantly high level of privacy in importance, which is even higher than price, 

indicates that SMD users demand more options to handle their user data and to protect 

their privacy. In contrary, customers of the two biggest app stores do not usually have 

the option of choosing between paying a monetary price or revealing their private user 

data. This imbalance provides a huge potential for innovating apps business models and 

its monetization. As for now, the user mostly has to decide if the apps provided utility 

is worth a privacy intrusion or not – meaning the user cannot use the app although a 

certain willingness-to-pay might exist. The study shows that at least offering apps in an 

alternative version with a monetary price and no usage of private user data could bear 

a great potential for success. Other options, such as permission management or 

administration of user data, could be another potential, but would represent a more 

restrictive way to deal with the privacy issue within SMD and apps. Since most of the 

apps requesting permissions regarding private user data do not function correctly 

without certain permissions, this approach might prove difficult to provide the full 

amount of utility of an app while containing only restricted permissions. Nevertheless, 

first developments to single permission management for each app in the Android OS 

are observable when taking a closer look at the newest OS ‘Android 6.0 Marshmallow’ 

[52]. 

5 Limitations and Future Research 

Our paper deals with the question whether privacy is a crucial product attribute for users 

when buying apps. The results of the conducted CBC outline privacy as the product 

attribute ranking at the highest importance level and generating the highest utility value.  
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Due to the nature of our research, our study has some limitations. For example, in 

this paper we refer to the ‘download’ or purchase of apps. However, we are aware, that 

disclosing personal data is also related by app usage and deletion, which should be 

considered in future studies related to the topic. Furthermore, a particular app as a study 

object was required. Since the variety of apps could not be displayed with one app and 

the functionality has to be defined for the study object, the fictional CampusApp was 

selected. Our sample is not representative of all app users, as it includes a large group 

of university related participants. Based on the choice of the study object mostly 

students and employees of the addressed university were asked to answer the CBC. 

Although the focus on the four product attribute groups of price, privacy, ranking, and 

app-related was necessary due to the CBC complexity and justified by the low 

importance of vendor-related attributes in the pre-study, the results indicate that at least 

in the conscious priority ranking, vendor’s reputation was considered quite important. 

Moreover, the preference structures’ stability is questionable over time. 

Starting with the high importance level of privacy within the purchase situation of 

apps, other privacy-sensitive areas, like private banking, insurance services, online 

social networks, or all kind of digital services linked with personal data could be 

investigated in more detail by using the CBC. This leads to the need of contemporarily 

and repeatedly conducted CBC in the future to maintain the topicality of the results and 

to validate privacy’s standing as a crucial product attribute. Future CBC in the area of 

SMD and apps might include vendor-related attributes. Moreover, the elimination of 

choice sets could distort the results. Especially in the light of low effort situations and 

behavioral effects [25], taking a closer look at apps from various categories might offer 

interesting insights. Based on the social, political, legal, and additionally personal 

salience of privacy, further research in the area of privacy is essential. For example, the 

understanding and determination of the value term regarding privacy, the valuation of 

users’ preference structures, or the explanation of the privacy paradox, offer a great 

deal of opportunities for future theoretical research and for a deeper understanding for 

more adequate attempts to assign a monetary value to privacy. Practically, research 

might focus on the options of permission management without losing functionality or 

the economical options of offering the same app in different versions regarding price 

and privacy. Additionally, those implications for apps, as well as SMD, and their 

relation towards privacy are also applicable to a very wide range of different research 

topics, e.g. investigation of the influence of privacy on different app types, as well as 

different demographical, social, or national groups.  

Following the understanding of privacy as a crucial product attribute of apps, the 

legal regulation is called upon to preserve users of disclose their personal data in 

purchase situation they cannot control. 
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